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The Raft by Donna A.
I don’t have a fairytale story of recovery, but I have my story. I share it in the hope that it will help
someone else.
I started in the program on 1/8/86 at 222 pounds. I got down to a normal weight in one year by
following my food plan and working the steps with a sponsor. I maintained for a number of years.
Unfortunately weight loss does not mean that I am “cured” of my food addiction.
Having thirty plus years in the program doesn’t mean that I am “cured” either.
My recovery is based on my actions and my belief and reliance on a Power greater than myself. It
requires that I continue to work the 12 steps and continue to grow upon spiritual lines. It also requires
rigorous honesty and willingness. When I am not willing, I pray for the willingness. It always comes!!
If I don’t take the action of abstaining from my addictive substances/behaviors and work the steps on a
daily basis, I take a step (or fall) backward. There is no standing still in program. I do not get to rest on my
laurels. It is a “one day at a time” program. It doesn’t matter what I did yesterday, last month, or last year.
How do I know this? I drifted into relapse. Gently and easily, like floating on a raft on a calm sea. My
justifications and reasoning seemed rational to me. It started with a little extra food. I didn’t need to
commit my food anymore — I had lost my weight, after all. I deserved a little more food. Then there were
the (unhealthy) health food binges, the volume eating (second helpings of abstinent foods), and a host of
sugar substitutes called “sugar free.”
I would love to say this kind of thinking only occurred once in program, but that would not be true. I
came to my senses — more out of fear of weight gain than loss of recovery. I did this a number of times,
and usually without a huge fluctuation in my weight. (Besides, then I could get accolades for weight loss
again.) I lost weight again and again, only to repeat the same kind of thinking — thinking that I did not
want to share with my sponsor or program friends. After all, I needed to appear perfect.
And then, I reached a time after 30+ years in the program when I felt very cynical about life in general.
I decided to stop going to meetings. What else could I learn here? I knew it all!
I set out on my faulty thinking raft. The waves grew and grew until I was hanging on to my raft for dear
life. However, my raft was made of flimsy excuses and those strange mental blank spots that precede a
binge. I capsized. Not really surprising. How did I get here again?!?
My Higher Power loves me. He allows me to make my own choices, and he welcomes me back when I
stray. I find those same welcoming arms with my recovering fellows. Thank you. You love me until I can
love myself.
I returned to the program on 1/2/19 after one+ years adrift at sea. I came back willing, open and
honest. Thank you, God. I got a sponsor immediately, developed a healthy food plan, and worked the
steps for what felt like the first time. My abstinence is cleaner than ever before. I watch for
rationalizations, and when they come, I share them with another recovering person, so I don’t need to act
on them.
I see the pitfalls, now. For me, one of the biggest pitfalls is dishonesty. Dishonesty with others leads to
self-denial. I need to be rigorously honest about my food, my quantities and my thinking. I don’t want to
drift out to sea again.
For today, by my Higher Power’s grace, I have lost my excess weight. I’m down 100+ pounds from my
top weight in 1986, and I have been maintaining for nearly 10 months. Most importantly, I am not trying to
do things alone (in my efforts to appear “perfect”). My ego and pride are not my best friends anymore.
For me, abstinence is One Day at a Time. For today, I am “recovered” from a hopeless state of mind
and body, but I will never be “cured” of my food addiction. My food obsession and compulsion have been
lifted — thank you HP and Program.
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Humility vs Humiliation by Michele K.
Coming into the rooms, I heard about humility. Once in a while a speaker would point out the
difference between humility and humiliation.
Humility comes from a place where I acknowledge my natural human weaknesses. One of my
own weaknesses is a powerlessness over food that makes my life unmanageable. While
compulsive overeating is not a universal weakness, it certainly is not unique to me. Indeed, I
share this weakness with every other member of Overeaters Anonymous.
The pandemic has taken a toll on our ability to connect face to face with our fellows, but it has
created the opportunity unlike one we have ever experienced before. Across the world,
compulsive overeaters are meeting on Zoom, not just over the phone, to conduct meetings.
We now can not only hear from compulsive overeaters across the country and globe, but see
them too. We can look into their eyes and see a mirror of our own.
There is no shame or humiliation in the rooms. We share our experience, strength, and hope
without fear of ridicule or judgement. We do not fear to turn on our cameras simply because we
may be overweight, or not wearing makeup. Because OA has created a safe space for us to
accept our natural weakness where food is concerned. Accept it, understand it, and support
each other as we work one day at a time to maintain the humility that paves the way for our
higher powers to relieve us of our compulsive overeating.
Humiliation is what my disease brings me outside of these rooms. It is breaking chairs under
my weight. It is having to ask for a seat belt extender on an airplane, or worse, knowing the
stranger next to me on that airplane can feel my fat thighs sliding under the armrest and
pressing against his own legs. Humiliation is not wanting people from my past to see me due to
my size. It is hearing my child get teased by his school friends for having a fat parent. It is
having to swallow back my purge in a public restroom while I wait for strangers to clear out,
because I do not want anyone to know I am a bulimic.
There is plenty of humiliation outside of the rooms. That humiliation awaits me any time I wish
to pick it back up with the food. But thanks to the love, acceptance, and support of my fellows, I
can let go and let God one day at a time.
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What Is The Difference Between an Apology and an Amends? By Laurie Y.
Apologies can be heartfelt or empty. An amends cannot be empty.
Apologies are easy and don’t require making any changes. Amends require making changes.
Apologies are quick. Amends take the rest of our lives.
Apologies don’t usually help anyone. Amends, at the least, affect everyone we know, and at
the most can transform our lives.
Apologies are for us – “there, I did it!” Amends are for the person to whom we are making
the amends, as well as everyone who comes in contact with the behavior that generated the
need to make it.
I will save my apologies for when I sneeze in public. I will make amends for everything else to
help me be a kinder more respectful person.
“Sorry” is easy. Amends take fear out of my life because they show me where I need to
change.
Apologies are human. Amends are Godly and give me the connection I need to be OK with
change.
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I am a Fish by Sarah C.
I am a fish, who swims smoothly in the
creek alongside the orange trees
I am a fish, who wishes she could fly
with the birds in the sky

“My Body Responds”
by Patti H.
I overeat, I can’t eat,
My Body responds.

I see them soar high above the earth,
they are unlike any other creature
The wind beneath their wings, and the

I can’t sleep, I’m tired and grumpy, can’t
think or move right.
My body responds or doesn’t.

song that they sing is quite beautiful to
hear

I’m cold. I feel your warm touch,
My body responds.

I am a fish, who has been swimming for
all her life
Wouldn’t it be nice to spread my fins

I’m in my head, don’t pay attention to
What Is – Crash!
My body responds. I’m awake now.

and fly?
With the heavens as my home, and the
stars as my friends
The moon is so close I can almost touch
it

I lay there, broken, sick, asleep,
My body responds. I heal.

Puzzled, curious, confused, afraid,
questioning,
My body responds with profound
answers.

I am a fish, with gills, fins, and scales
What I would give to have a feathery tail

It is my body I trust, to take me home to
The Truth.

However God created me, just as I am

Of Who I am, What Is, Where am I, even
Why.

So I am going to keep on swimming,
that is the plan
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I treasure my dear Body. It is more than
enough.

ZOOM By Fred B.
When I attended OA meetings in rooms in the past, I used to be able to say that I
didn’t attend a meeting whereby I did not pick up a gem. Either something new that I
could use to help with my overeating disease, something that caused me to research
a subject, or something that confirmed my efforts. My first impression of the current
Zoom meetings was that those experiences have become rare. I believed that it was
while Zoom is very well suited for business meetings, it wasn’t as good for OA
meetings. I felt it was similar to the difference between listening to a musical
recording or going to a concert. I personally didn’t feel the emotion of the speaker, the
reactions of those listening and the total honest ambiance created that pulls you in to
be part of the whole. Those face to face meetings played a major role in my initial
abstinence and I was afraid to lose them.
Zoom today for us might not be equal to OA face to face meetings, but we are
rapidly improving and it is getting close. Indeed today with my new Amazon music
and sound correcting ear buds, my morning walk is a delight. Maybe it’s not like
attending a concert but too close for me to tell the difference - and I can choose any
of thousands of concerts, movie sound tracks or singers.
I expect my experience of the Zoom meeting to be similar. Many have stepped up
to host Zoom meetings. Now the intergroup will host our meetings. There are 36
on-line meetings in Orange County and now that the Intergroup offers free access to
Zoom, there may be more. We are all beginning to feel more comfortable at these
meetings as steps have already been taken to prevent outsiders from “bombing” our
meetings, protecting our precious anonymity. We have some very capable technical
people supporting all these improvements. At the meeting level, formats and service
positions are being rewritten such that today our on-line meetings closely resemble
the face to face meeting. Nevertheless, the improvements continue making the OA
experience remain the powerful and the effective program it has always been.
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Camouflage by Nancy B.
Oh my friend, my familiar shape
how you have coddled me so
This excess, my closest companion
my solitude, my safety net
Here you hold my pain
labeled and categorized
This one here, that one there
inviting more with room to spare
How safe you make me feel
my dull and cushy shield
So long I have turned to you
how much I resist to yield
Sure I’m told there’s another way
if I would only trust
But I don't like the way I felt
exposed to all that’s real
Shedding you will hurt so much
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my constant loyal friend
I will miss your ever soft embrace
if committed to its end
Where will you go if we must part
will I be able to call you up
To tell you of a recent hurt
and tuck my heart inside your skirt
So tell me, my sweetest confidante
do you think I should give it a go
Can you gently push me on my way
or gently let me know
Could it be you’ve done all you can do
to help me on my way
That I am strong and clear today
and hiding’s no longer my mainstay
If this is true, then here I go
my fingers release their clutch
I will hold you in the dearest light
I am grateful my precious crutch

My Life Because of OA by Karen P.
As a child I was always taught that to look good on the outside is something
you always sought
Being fat was not an option
you will never get far
Again it just proves that your weight is who you are
If you want to fit in
you have to be thin
In program I've learned that I'm more than a number
My life is actually a really big wonder
I'm learning everyday what goes on in life
Good feelings, relationships and yes even strife
The bad feelings I've always tried to numb
I was always taught that to have feelings was dumb
Abstinence has opened up a whole new world to me
And now the beauty and love in this world I can actually see
The bad feelings come and I reluctantly feel
and sometimes all I can think about is when I'm going to get my next meal
But what I've gained is priceless and I never want to go back
I've got tools and solutions to put in my pack
I look to those who have gone before me
and I try new things, pray and open my eyes to see
Feelings suck but I'm learning that I won't die
eventually they pass and maybe all I needed was a good cry
One day at a time is all I can do
and I pray that someday to myself I'll be able to say
I love you
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“Taking The 5th By Janet H.
I wanted to try something different this time, after I relapsed.
The little step ladder I’d built with 1, 2, and 3, repeatedly collapsed.
So I moved quickly to the action of 4 through 9,
Desperately hoping to leave this disease behind.
I wrote for a week, with little rest,
And then put in my 5th-step request.
Seeing the volume I’d written, sharing at her house, my sponsor recommended,
And it was two gut-wrenching days before the sharing ended.
She adamantly declared, when I was through,
That my new motto would be, “To thine own self be true.”
Returning home, I reviewed my work and then fell to my knees,
Praying, “God, remove these shortcomings…….PLEASE!”
Suddenly, everything looked different to me,
I realized I’d been trying to screen perceptions and feelings, selectively.
A scrim lifted from my eyes and I saw things in a new way,
I felt I couldn’t stay there even one more day!
Panicked, I called my sponsor, who said what I perceived was true,
But gently reminded me, “Janet, nothing has changed but YOU!”
She said, “Yes, you will want to leave one day,
But that day is simply not today.”
She saw how precarious my situation was becoming,
But knew I needed to leave that man walking, and not running.
I wasn’t sure which was more frightening, staying or leaving,
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That step lead to some much-needed grieving.
It caused an awakening that couldn’t have been predicted,
Leaving was traumatic, to that man, I was seriously addicted!
No human power could have convinced me,
That I deserved a home where I was both safe and free.
“Walking slowly with purpose” is how “trudging” has been defined for me,
So I finally decided to join you on the road to happy destiny.
The action steps required continued willingness from me,
But it was much less frightening knowing you were trudging beside me.
I felt like The Who’s Tommy, who, through trauma, was struck deaf, dumb, and blind, like me.
The Who warned, “Imagine, though, the shock from isolation,
When he suddenly can hear and speak and see!”
It was startling diving from my 9-step tower the first time, into the sea of humanity,
I never realized the depth of my disease and insidious insanity!
It felt safer diving gagged and blindfolded, But how much more treacherous would that dive be,
If I were still unable to hear, speak, or see?
I’d have drowned in that dark water, with a blindfold around my head,
And rather than basking in the sunlight of the spirit, I would probably be dead!
I’m still astonished, looking back, at how God suddenly,
Changed my emotionally stunted site to clear vision in spirituality.
The truth from that 5th step allowed me to see,
The self-defeating patterns I’d wrongly defined as “me”.
It wasn’t just the alcohol killing me, but also my spiritual disease,
And this miraculous program deftly guides me to healing from both of these!
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